High School School Debate Spring 2024- Resolution & Source Materials

The resolution for this year’s high school tournament is:

**RESOLVED:** Connecticut should exempt low-income housing from zoning laws

This is an open-universe problem. You may support your argument with any sources you wish. You are not limited to the sources we provide, nor do you need to use them. Pay careful attention to your sources. The reliability of someone’s source is a fair issue to raise in a debate round, whether the source is on the list below or not.

CT specific info:

- [2022 Affordable Housing Appeals List](#)
- [Far-Reaching Housing Legislation Returns as a Study - CT Examiner](#)
- [New apartment construction ramps up in CT, as single-family home stock dwindles | Connecticut Public](#)
- [Amid housing shortage, more than 30 CT towns without state-mandated affordable housing plans | Connecticut Public](#)
- [Zoning and Affordable Housing - #CT169Strong](#)
- [Connecticut | National Low Income Housing Coalition](#)
- [Affordable Housing in Westport](#)
- [Does CT’s lack of affordable housing contribute to its eviction rate?](#)

General:

- [Zoning – Where Have We Come From? Where Are We Going? - CT Examiner](#)
- [Is zoning a useful tool or a regulatory barrier? | Brookings](#)